This paper reuiews one method of global kinematic analysis, based on a manifold mapping reformulation of manipulator kinematics, which is suitable JOT both non-redundant and redundant serial chain manipulators. Two applications of this approach ape considered: the Elationship between changing pose and singularities for non-redundant manipuIators and the homotopy class of redundant manipulator self-motions. The first relationship has important implications for nonredundant, manipulator regrasping opemtions. Variations in redundant manipulator self-motion homotopy can have an important effect on motion and redundancy resolution plonning, since they can lead to algorithmic singularities and unezpected loss of manipulator capabilities.
This paper reviews one such global approach to manipulator kinematic analysis which is has& on a manifold mapping reformulation of manipulator kinematics. The joint space and workspace are interpreted as manifolds which have further structure imposed by .the geometry and properties of kinematic singularities. This approach is used in this paper to investigate two global kinematic phenomenon. First, we consider the ability of non-redundant regional manipulators with three revolute joints (3R manipulators) to change pose (move from one inverse kinematic solution to another) without encountering a singularity. Second, we consider the homotopy classes of redundant manipulator self-motions and their variations throughout the workspace. In some cases, these variations can lead to algorithmic singularities and unexpected loss or reduction of redundancy resolution capahilities. Much of the work in this paper is based on [5, 7] .
A Manifold M a p p i n g Reformulation of Manipulat o r Kinematics
Only revolute joint+ manipulators will be considered in this paper, although other manipulators can he similarly treated.
A manipulator forward kinematic function, f , is a nonlinear vector function which relates a set of n joint coordinates, 8, to a set of m end-effector coordinates:
(1)
To globally analyze manipulator kinematics; it is useful to rephrase the forward and inverse kinematic problems in terms of manifold mappings. From a poinkwise mapping perspective, f maps a-joint configuration, 8, to an end-effector location: x = f(9). The set ofall possible joint configurations forms a space, termed the "joint space" or 'configuration space," which has a simple manifold structure. Similarly, the set of all possible end-effector locations forms the workspace, which is also a manifold.
The manifold structure of the joint space arises as follows.
Let 8j denote the joint rotation angle for the jih revolute joint. If the motion of the jtA joint is not limited due to mechanical reasons, B j can take on all values in the interval [-r,n]. However, n and -a, are equivalent, and their identification yields a circle, denoted by S' in Figure 1 . The configuration space, C, of an n-revolute-jointed manipulator is the n-times product of the individual joint manifolds: where T" is an n-torus. Each of the circles that make up the torus is termed a genemtor of the torus, and is physically equivalent to a 2a rotation of one joint. There is a one-toone correspondence between each point in C and a distinct manipulator configuration. For example, the 2R planar manipulator in Figure 2 (a) has a 2-torus configuration space (Figure 2(b) ). While C is properly a torus, there are other useful representations of C. For example, C in Figure 2 can be presented as a square with dimension 2a hy "cutting" the torus along two generaton (Figure 3) . The 3-torus configuration space of a 3R manipulator can be pmented as a cube of dimensions 2r by cutting along the %tori generators, and the cubes in the following figures are 3-tori sliced along their generators. Rather than viewing f as a point-wise mapping, one can alternatively view the action off m the global rearrangement of the configumtion space manifold to produce the workspace manifold Roughly speaking, the forward kinematic map "folds" the configuration apace manifold into sheets along the loci of kinematic singularitiea; distorts each sheet; and comhinea the distorted sheets to form W . The nature of this folding strongly effects global kinematic properties, and in turn, the global folding action of the forward kinematic map is strongly governed by the properties of kinematic singularities [6]. In the following section, this folding concept and the effect of singularitiea upon kinematics mappings will be.
used to analyze the relationship between pose and singular configurations.
SR Manipulator Poaes a n d Singularities
For non-redundant manipulators, there is more than one solution to the inverse kinematic problem: = f -' ( x ) . Each of these solutions is termed a 'pose," or different physical configuration of the manipulator which places the endeffector in the same position and orientation. In this section we consider the question: can a manipulator (in this case a 3R manipulator) change pose without psssing through a f(B): c -w.
(3)
singularity? This information is important for regrasping and cyclic motion operations. In performing a highly dextrous task (which may be sensory based, and therefore not planned offline), a manipulator might near its joint limits while following a trajectory. To continue its motion without encountering joint limits, the manipulator could change pase to place its joints in another configuration farther away from the joint limits and resume its trajectory. Changing pose might also be necessary for tasks, such as turning a screw, where regrasping of the object via a pose change is necessary.
It has previously been assumed [4] that non-redundant revolute-jointed manipulators must pass through a singular configuration when changing pose. However, a counter example to this notion will be given below. Some manipulators must indeed pass through a singularity while changing pose, yet it can shown than many manipulators need not encounter a singularity while changing pose. This is an important global kinematic property that can be naturally interpreted in the kinematic framework reviewed in Section 2.
The geometric and topological properties of a 3R manipulator's singularities determine its ability to change pone in a non-singular manner. It can he shown 151 that the loci of 3R manipulator critical' points form continuous two. . , dl = 0 . ,
In this w e , the singularities divide C into two disjoint c-sheets.
' For a non-redundant manipulator, 1) rapfar point of! L a soally. 
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Each c-sheet, which is a submanifold of C, is mapped to a subregion of W . Let the mapping of a c-sheet under the action of the restricted forward kinematic map be termed a workspace sheet, or w-sheet. The action of J can be conceptually considered as a multi-step process. First, J folds C along the critical point surfaces. The regions between the folds, the c-sheets, are distorted to form w-sheets. The wsheets are then identified to form W . Figure 4 (b) shows a cross-section (actually half of the crms-section symmetric about joint axis 1) of the workspace for the manipulator in Figure 4 (a).
The ability to change pose with or without encountering a singularity can be phrased as a strictly topological question: If the c-sheet to w-sheet mapping is many-to-one, more than one inverse kinematic solution Can lie in a c-sheet. A trajectory which connects two inverse kinematic solutions in a c-sheet will not cross a singular boundary. Consequently, such a manipulator can change pose without passing through a singularity. Of course, one could pick a trajectory which crosses a critical point surface if desired.
For example, Figure 6 shows the configuration space of a 3R manipulator with kinematic parameters ai = lo', a 2 = ing through a singularity is a function of the manipulator's kinematic geometry [5] . In [5] the concept of generic kinematic functions, introduced by Pai [12], is used to categorize all possible 3R manipulator geometries into generic and non-generic classes. In brief, generic 3R manipulators have critical point surfaces which form proper submanifolds of C, and are necessarily disjoint. Conversely, it can be shown 1. 51 that the critical point surfaces of non-generic manipulators intersect (as in Figure 5 ) , typically dividing C into 4 or more c-sheets. For mast non-generic manipulators, the basic geometry and topology of the forward mapping of non-generic c-sheets requires a one-to-one c-sheet to w-sheet mapping relation on non-generic c-sheets 151.
R e m a r k Manipulators which always pass through a singular configuration when changing pose are non-generic manipulators.
Non-genericity is a necessary, but not sufficient condition to enforce a manipulator to encounter a singularity while changing pose. Some non-generic manipulators can change pose without passing through a singularity. That is, there are some non-generic manipulators which can change pose without encountering a singularity. In the space of all p asible 3R manipulator geometries, non-generic manipulators form a set of measure zero. However, all industrial manipu-lators are non-generic. since it is shown in (51 that such cornmon geometric featurcs as parallel and intcrserting axes lead to non-gencricity in 3R manipulators. Consequently, industrial 3R regional manipulators ciicounter singulaiities when changing pose. Since most industrial manipulators have a 3R regional structure with a 3R wrist attached, these results hold for all 6R manipulators with wrists as well.
Pose changing is an important capability for manipulators which must perform highly dextrous tasks in the presence of obstacles and joint limits. Consequently, motion planners and control algorithms must be able to plan and control trajectories which encounter singularities in order to take advantage of the opportunities afforded by pose changing. Conversely, one may wish to design and use non-generic manipulators for tasks where pose changing is often requircd.
R e d u n d a n t Manipulator Self-Motions
While non-redundant manipulators have a finite number of discrete solutions to the inverse kinematic problem, redundant manipulators have an infinity of solutions. ,The set of solutions and their properties can be convcniently interpreted within lheframewortof Section 2. Let r = (n-m) be the relativedegrees ofredundancy. Since f is a smooth function which maps C, a compact manifold, to W, a redundant manipulator inverse kinematic solution for a regular value of x must be an r-dimensional submanifold of C [9]. However, the preimage submanifold may be divided into more than one disjoint manifold. That is, a redundant inverse kinematic solution is the union of disjoint r-dimensional manifolds:
where M, is the iLh r-dimensional manifold in the inverse kinematic preimage, and M; n M j = 0 when i # j . Each of the preimage manifolds physically corresponds to a "selfmotion," which is a continuous motion of the manipulator joints which leaves the cnd-effector motionless. Each M i is termed a self-motion manifold. n , , is the number of selfmotions in the preimage. Some properties of redundant manipulator self-motions, including bounds on the number of self-motions and their geometry, have been considered in [7] .
The self-motion manifolds are best illustrated using two examples: a planar 3R manipulator ( Figure ? ) which is redundant with respect to the position of its end-effector, and a 4R regional manipulator which is similar to an "elbow" manipulator (Figure 8 ). The details of computing the 3R and 4R manipulator self-motion manifolds can be found in 171. Figure 7 shows the self-motion manifolds of 3R planar manipulator (embedded in the configuration space %torus) for two different locations of the end-effector. The inverse image of Point 1 contains two distinct self-motion manifolds (which appear as non-closed curves because of the cubic 3-torus representation), while the inverse image of Point 2 contains only one self-motion. The two distinct self-motion manifolds in the primage of Point 1 physically corresponds to "up elbow" and "down elbow'' self-motions which are an analogous generalization of the "up elbow" and "down elbow" configurations of a non-redundant two-link manipulator. In both cascs, the self-motion manifolds are diffeomorphic to a circle. Ilowever, the prcimage of I'oiut 1 contains a 2a joint d a t i o n rvliilc the other preimagc does not.
; The kinematic parameters of the 4R manipulator in Figure 8 are: aa = 0; a, = 0 1~ = a/% a3 = -a/2; a0 = 01 = a2 = 0;
For regular values of the end-effector, this manipulator has four distinct selfmotions. Each of the self-motions corresponds to a rotation of the plane containing links 3 and 4 about a line connecting the end-effector and the intersection of joint axes 1, 2, and 3. Figure 9 shows the cubic representation of the projection of these four self-motions onto the .9-02-83 and 02-83-84 3-tori when the end-effector is located a t (s,y,z) = (0.0,1.0,0.9). 
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Self-motion Homotopy Classes
In Figure 7 , the self-motion manifolds over Point 1 included a 2a joint rotation, while t,he selfhotions over Poiut 2 did not. Both self-motions are diffeomorpliic to a circle, but they are not homotopic.' That is, the self~motions of Point 1 can not be continuously deformed on thesurface of+the configuration space torus to the self-motion of Point 2. Self-motions which are homotopic to each other form a homotopy class. In other words, all self-motions which are "wrapped around" the configuration space torus in a similar way are members of the same homotopy class. The notion of a homotopy class has previously been used in [Baillieul] to characterize different redundancy resolution paths.
When P = 1, the bomotopy classes of the self-motion manifolds can he interpreted as elements in the fundamental group of C. The fundamental group of an n-torus is Z x Z x . . . x Z [ll] . Therefore, the homotopy class of a self-motion can be specified by an n-tuple of integers (I1,12,. . ,In),
where I, represents how many integral times the self-motion manifold wraps around the j t h configuration space generator. When the relative degree of redundancy is greater than 1, there does not appear to be a simple way to characterize the homotopy classes of self-motions.
4.2.
Coregular Self-Motions, C-Bundles, a n d Homotopy Maps
For redundant manipulators, when x is a critical value, the kinematic preimage may contain both critical and regular points (thereby enabling singularity avoidance). Such x are termed coreyular, and the selfhnotions in the preimage of such points are termed coreyular selfimotions. A coregular preimage does not properly form a manifold. The structure of coregular self-motions can he investigated by considering the 3R planar manipulator self-mot.ions as the end-effector nears a singularity (which is not a workspace boundary singularity). At the singularity, two self-motions (which are diffeomorphic to circles) join at a point, to form a "bouquet of circles," or a curve which is diffeomarphic to a figure 8 PI.
Only the waist of the figure 8 is a critical paint, whereas the other points in the figure 8 are coregular. Analogous, and often more complicated, coregular motions occur for regional and spatial manipulators.
The preimage of an entire critical value manifold (which is formed by computing f -' ( x ) as x is swept along the critical value manifold) is a continuous surface, termed a coreyular surjace. Coregular surfaces are not manifolds, but by virtue of their dimension, they can separate the configuration into disjoint regions, and in this regard they are analogous to the critical point surfaces of non-redundant manipulators. Figure IO illustrates all of the coregular surfaces for the 3R manipulator of Figure 4 . In [6] it is shown that the coregular surfaces divide the configuration space into disjoint regions which are fiher bundles. In this context, a fiber bundle is a collection of homotopic self-motion manifolds. Further, these fiber bundles are preimages of workspace subregions hounded by critical values.
Definition: A region in C bounded by a coreguh surface is termed a C-bundle. The forward kinematic mapping of a C-bundle is termed a W-sheet. A region in W bounded by critical value manifolds is termed a W-cover, and consists of the union of one or more W-sheets 161. The preimage of a W-cover is the union of one or more C-bundles.
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Figure 10: 3R Manipulator Coregular Surfaces
The number of C-bundles over a W-cover is equivalent to the number of distinct self motions in that region of W . In Figure 10 , W-covers 1 and 3 have two C-bundles in their preimages (C-bundles 1 and 3), indicating the presence of two self-motions in these regions, while W-covers 2 and 4
have only one C-bundle preimage, and one associated selfmotion, The number of distinct self-motions is constant in a W-cover and only varies when crossing a critical value surface into another W-cover. Further, the homotopy class of all self-motions in a C-bundle is the same. Thus, the interior critical value surfaces can be used to define a self-motion homotapy map which encapsulates the variations in homotapy class and number of self-motions icross the workspace. As another example, the singularities of the 4R regional manipulator divide the workspace interior into two disjoint h* motopy regions. Figure 1 1 shows a cwss section of the 4R manipulator workspace, in a plane containing joint axis 1. In Region #1, there are 4 self-motions in which joint 3 undergoes a net 2rr rotation, while in Region #2 there are also 4 self-motions in which joint 1 undergoes a net 2n rotation in this region. Homotopy maps are useful for global planning operations since the number of possible self-motions and their homotopy class are useful information for planning resource allocation and redundancy resolution feasibility. More importantly, interesting physical phenomena occur at the homotopy class boundaries. All self-motions in a C-bundle are homotopic, implying that the physical motion of the links in a self-motion are similar when tlie end-effector remains within one W~sheet. Ilow ever, when crossing co-regular surfaces in C, the self-motion homotopy class can change, leading to a change in the gross physical motion of the links. For example, consider a 7 R manipulator which is formed by adding a 311 wrist to the 4R regional manipulator (additional hinematic parameters ag = T/Z, a5 = -n/2, a6 = ~1 2 ,
. In most parts of the workspace, the self-motion consists of a rotation of the plane containing links 3 and 4 ahout the line betwccn t,hc shoulder and the wrist. However, when axis 7 aligns with link 4, axes 1, 2, 3, and 4 are locked, and the self-mation manifests itself as b self-mation of wrist joint 5 , which is physically very diiferent from the nominal self-motion. This behavior occurs because this configuration is part of a coregular self-motion. A t the singularity associated with this coregular self-motion, two radically different self-motions, corresponding to a wrist self-motion and a regional structure self~motion, are joined. This physical effect has two important ramifications. First, the homotopy variation can lead to reduction in a maniptilator's ability to satisfy redundancy resolution objectives. In this case, the capability to avoid obstacles is suspended in this configuration, even though the manipulator is not in a singular configuration.
Second, the homotopy variations can lead to algorithmic singularities in some methods of redundant manipulator trajectory planning. In theaugmented Jacobian method [I41 (similar results hold for the extended Jacobian method of [q), one defines r additional kinematic objective functions, G(B), which are to be satisfied using the r redundant degrees of freedom. Instantaneously, the end-effcctor augmented task vector and the joint variables are relatcd through and augmcnted Jacobian, J.:
The augmented Jacobian can be inverted and the invcrse of ( 5 ) integrated to compute joint trajectories which track an end-effector trajectory while satisfying G(B). However, this method fails when J. becomes singular. J. can Iosc rank when 1) J(q) loses rank-t,his is a kinematic singularity; 2) when JG loses rank; 3) when the null space of J and the null space of JG intersect: N ( J ) n iV(J,) # 0. In the third case, both submatrices of the extended Jacobian hare full rank, but are not independent. The coregular sclf-motion example given above can lead to an algorithmic singularity if tlie redundancy resolution objective is obstacle avoidance. In the coregrilar configuration, J is full rank, and its null space is the wrist self-motion. Similarly, the null space of JG is also the wrist self-motion, since it does not change the geoinetric profile of the manipulator, which is necessary for obstacle avoidance. Consequently, condition (3) is satisfied, and this configuration leads t o an algorithmic singularity.
Conclusion
This paper briefly reviewed a global framework for kinematic analysis which could be useful lor higlrcr Icvel manipulator motion planning and control. Local trajcctory generation algorithms are often useful because of efficiency. Ilowever. certain subtle kinematic and geometric manipulator propcrt i a can pose dificulties for local mcthods, and information on global manipulator capabilities is sometime nccdcd for intelligent planning of highly dextrous tasks, and for assisting local methods when they fail.
